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Introduction

A regular pattern of amplitude variation which is
highly corelatable to the geometric distribution of source
and receiver locations is commonly described as acquisition
footprints. They are seen as amplitude strips in vertical
seismic section especially within cross line displays of a 3D
volume. They can be easily seen as alignments parallel to
source-receiver geometries in the time slices or horizon
seiscrops. For the most popular geometries these alignments
appear to be parallel to inline orientations. These footprints
are due to acquisition geometries especially variation of
foldage and/or azimuth/offset distribution pattern from one
bin to another. They are also sometimes produced through
the processing flow (Marfurt et. al. 1998).

Footprint pattern poses sever problems for
interpreters in correct amplitude and geometry mapping and
also put a major hindrance to special processing like
generation of inverted impedance volume. They severely
mask the data volume especially the shallower parts. During
the multi channel processing efforts may be made to
minimize these footprints through flexi-binning and
interpolation of traces to overcome the problems related to
absence of traces within different offset classes. But in any
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Summary

Acquisition footprints pose severe problems during interpretations and also put a major hindrance to special processing
like generation of inverted impedance volume. They severely mask the data volume especially the shallower parts. These
footprints are due to acquisition geometries especially variation of foldage or/and offset/azimuth  distribution across the bins.
Acquisition geometries are designed for minimizing the variation of these bin attributes but even then due to obstacles or
feathering the streamers during acquisition variation of foldage or offsets/azimuth across the bins may increase and therefore may
cause footprints. These footprints are generally attenuated on time slices or on frequency slices as a post stack processing
scheme. Wave number domain filtering on the frequency slices and FK/KxKy filtering has also been suggested on the time slices.
They appear to work fine but FK or KxKy filtering is very much prone to disturb the amplitude preservations and also may
bring some artifacts.

In the present study authors present a comparatively simpler approach most suitable for the cases when footprint alignments
are more or less parallel to inline directions in the time slices. Application of low pass filtering can be applied to the time slices in order
to attenuate the footprints which are parallel to either of inline or xline directions. It has been shown that enhancement of data quality
is fairly achieved through suppression of random noise and acquisition footprints.

case processed volumes are seldom found to be free of
such problems. These footprints are generally attenuated
either on time slices or on frequency slices as a post stack
processing scheme.

Wave number domain filtering has been suggested
by Gulnary, 1999 on the frequency slices. On the other hand
FK/KxKy filtering has also been suggested on the time slices
(Soubara, 2002 and Chopra & Lasen, 2000). They appear to
work fine but Fk or KxKy filtering is very much prone to
disturb the amplitude preservations and also may bring some
artifacts. In the present study authors have presented a
comparatively simpler approach most suitable for the cases
when footprint alignments are more or less parallel to inline
directions in the time slices.

Fig1: Time slice at 300ms
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Time Slice Processing

For this purpose the stacked 3D volumes are
converted into time slices and concept of frequency filtering
is directly applied on the slices. Since in our case alignments
were parallel to inline direction, horizontal axis was used to
show cross line variations and vertical axis showing inline
variation was used as “Pseudo Temporal Axis” in the time
slice in order to apply the frequency filtering at each time
slice step. (Figure 1). In true sense they are not the temporal
frequencies, but in our descriptions we may refer it as
pseudo temporal frequencies and are going to apply mono
channel filtering on the slices. From Figure2, it is evident
that maximum energy is concentrated around the zero
frequency and higher frequencies may correspond to
footprint pattern.

To ensure the fidelity of out puts, time slices were
tested with several high pass filters which illustrate the
footprint pattern and their correlatability to higher
frequencies. (Figure 3 to 5). Therefore, it has been found
that no data loss is caused if we go for a low pass filtering to
attenuate footprint patterns (Figure6).A filtering retaining
frequencies up to 36 Hz appears to effectively reduce
footprints. (Figure7).

It is interesting to see the two wide and stubborn
footprint patterns marked by ‘A’ and ‘B’ in the Figure 8. On
close examinations of pre stack gathers. It was found that
Zone ‘A’ is mainly caused by the absence of near off sets. It
necessitated the pre stack interpolation of data before stack
and migration; even then alignments were seen in the time
slices although less pronounced as compared to un-
interpolated volume.

To suppress these stubborn parts of footprints, a
simple notch filtering of 12 Hz has been tested (Figure8),it
works satisfactorily. However apprehending some loss in
the time signal part, this notch has been applied in the
spatially and temporarily restricted zones only.

The 3D volume has been rebuilt from these
processed time slices and a comparison of the frequency
spectrum in the vertical section suggest no loss of the signal

Fig. 2: Amplitude analysis at 300ms

Fig3:High pass filter (frequencies retained 30 Hz and above. Events
are mostly parallel to inline direction and appear to represent
foot print pattern only

Fig4: High pass filter (frequencies retained 40 Hz and above. Events
are mostly parallel to inline direction and appear to represent
foot print pattern only.

Fig5: High pass filter (frequencies retained 50 Hz and above. Events
are mostly parallel to inline direction and appear to represent
foot print pattern only
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Fig6 (a): Frequencies retained upto 20 Hz.

Fig6 (b): Frequencies retained upto 30 Hz.

Fig6 (d): Frequencies retained upto 50 Hz (Time slices with different
Low pass frequency filters.)

Fig8: Comparison of time slice with low pass filter 32-36 Hz and
notch filter 12 Hz.

Fig7:Time slice at 300msec.(a) raw (b) a filter applied retaining
frequencies from 0 to 36 Hz. Footprint patterns appear to
effectively suppressed.

Fig6 (c): Frequencies retained upto 40 Hz

part, comparison of the vertical section also have been
presented from Figure 9 to Figure 12. Enhancement of data
quality is fairly achieved through suppression of random
noise and acquisition footprints.

Conclusion

Application of low pass filtering can be applied to
the time slices in order to attenuate the footprints which are
parallel to either of inline or crossline directions.
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Fig12: Comparison of the raw data with the applied low pass filter
Along cross line “D”.

Fig9: Comparison of the raw data with the applied low pass filter
Along cross line “A”.

Fig10: Comparison of the raw data with the applied low pass filter
Along cross line “B

Fig11: Comparison of the raw data with the applied low pass filter
Along cross line “C”


